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CONSENT TO PERMANENT MAKEUP REMOVAL / PIGMENT LIGHTENING 

NAME DATE of BIRTH 

ADDRESS 

CELL 
PHONE 

WORK 
PHONE  EMAIL  

SKIN TYPE:  Review the Fitzpatrick Scale skin types below and check the one that best describes your skin.  This 
information will help your technician determine the most appropriate way to approach your treatment(s): 

 I.

 II.

 III.

Very fair skin;  blonde or red hair; light colored 
eyes; freckles common. 

Fair skinned; light hair, light eyes. 

Common skin type; fair; eye and hair color vary.

 IV.

 V.

 VI.

Mediterranean Caucasian skin; medium to 
heavy pigmentation. 

Mideastern skin; rarely sun sensitive. 

Black skin; rarely sun sensitive.

Are you of Asian heritage (Class V) and/or have a history of keloid scarring?  Yes    No

TECHNICIAN:   

PROCEDURE(s):   

I elect to receive the permanent makeup removal Procedure(s) indicated above.  I understand there are medical 
options available for pigment removal, and that my technician is not a Medical Doctor. I have decided to decline 
those methods.  I understand that more than one session may be necessary to achieve the best results, and that 
since the lightening of pigment in the skin is difficult and sometimes impossible, no guarantee is being made as to 
the quality of the outcome of the permanent makeup removal Procedure(s).  

Pre-Procedure and Aftercare Instructions:  I have received, and will strictly adhere to, all pre-procedure and 
aftercare instructions.  I understand that compliance with these instructions is crucial to support proper healing, 
and to mitigate the risk of any adverse outcome. 

Summary of Risks:  The nature and method of the proposed pigment (tattoo) lightening procedure have been 
explained to me including risks or possibility of complications during or following its performance.  I understand 
there may be a certain amount of discomfort or pain associated with the procedure and that other adverse side 
effects may include minor and temporary bleeding, bruising, redness or other discoloration and swelling.  Fever 
blisters may occur on the lips following lip procedures in individuals prone to this problem.  Secondary infection in 
the area of the procedure may occur.  Unwanted pigment may not be successfully lightened, and scarring as hyper-
pigmentation or hypo-pigmentation, or other damage to the skin, which may be permanent, may occur.   

Special Risk for Skin Types V and VI:  I understand that there is a higher risk of hyper-pigmentation (browning) 
and hypo-pigmentation (whitening) for people with darker complexion, especially people with skin types V and VI.  
While this usually resolves within weeks, it can take as long as six months and, in rare cases, can be permanent. 

I certify that this consent has been fully explained to me, that I have read the above paragraphs, and that I elect to 
receive the pigment lightening (permanent makeup removal) procedure(s) indicated above.  I understand the 
permanence of the procedure(s) as well as the possible complications and consequences of the procedure(s).  I 
consent to my photograph being taken before and after the procedure(s). 

CLIENT / GUARDIAN 
SIGNATURE: DATE:  

TECHNICIAN 
SIGNATURE: DATE:  
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